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SUMMARY

Looking for a career that utilizes hands-on skills. Worked multiple jobs in warehouses and factory 
jobs where have operated forklifts, scanners, overhead cranes, with heavy lifting and much more.

SKILLS

Computer literacy, Operate a forklift.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Truck Loader
ABC Corporation  July 2013 – September 2013 
 Loaded trucks safe and properly according to their weight and delivery shipment and stops.
 Cleaned the isles at the end of every shift. Double-check each item before being loaded.
 Reviewed the expiration date on items before shipping.
 Identified product and its number and place in a warehouse.
 Responsible for truck cooler and freezer units. Pull finished goods from the assembly line and 

warehouse.
 Pulled work orders Proofread work orders Organized work orders Pulled material from work 

orders Loaded the trucks Used Hand Jack.
 Load trucks and keep the assembly lines running smoothly.

Truck Loader
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2013 
 Responsibilities I was to ensure that the yard stayed up to code by making sure the drive way 

was clean, moving all metals and debris, and sweeping.
 Also loaded and unloaded trucks when the metal was transported to a bigger facility.
 When customers who came to deliver metals arrived, I was of assistance on weighing the 

different metals and placing them in the proper place.
 Also assisted my boss with resale.
 Would post items on the internet using Craigs List or FaceBook and sell them to buyers 

including antiques in which personal antique buyers would come to pick up.
 Also put together bikes for resale.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION
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